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Steam link pc to tv

From the friends list, right-click to invite your friends. They accept in chat and... Boom! You play together one of the many steam games you can play together today using remote play together, you'll stream video, audio and audio between players while using your consoles. You can even share the keyboard and mouse.
While playing, all voice chat options and game size are available in one place. To keep things simple, the game is displayed only to your friends, never your desktop or other secret stuff. You can share your keyboard and mouse or restrict access to it. This is your choice while playing, adjust the sound and sound settings,
as well as manage players' access to share the keyboard and mouse. One of the many Steam games that you can play together today is multiplayer games locally with Steam Friends online, even when the game does not support online play. Stream video, audio and audio between players, within milliseconds using a
fast Internet connection. Control each game using your controllers or share control of the keyboard and mouse. Enjoy playing across platforms, even when the game doesn't support mobile devices or other players' operating systems. One of the many steam games you can play anywhere today using steam link, you can
connect to any computer that is running steam. For best performance, use 5G WiFi or wired Ethernet connection. Many Bluetooth controllers are popular, including a compatible steam controller. Or just use touch controls. PLAY games broadcast on iOS devices, Apple TV, Android devices, Android TV, and more.
Access demands addresses from lower end systems and operating systems are not originally supported. Download the game once and play it anywhere. START UP RIGHT WHERE YOU STOPPED WITHOUT SKIPPING THE BEAT. Play on another computer or laptop as soon as you sign in to Steam on both
computers. Then visit your Steam library to start broadcasting between them. One of the many steam games you can play anywhere today in steam on your computer games. Sign in to Steam on any PC or other laptop. Play remotely by streaming the game from the steam library. For Android (6.0+) for iPhone and iPad
(11.0+) remote play features can be used at the concert! With a game-enabled host computer, additional players can join on the go for multiplayer fun. To join a game on your mobile device, accept your friend's invitation via the Steam Chat mobile app. The game will then be launched in the above-mentioned Steam Link
mobile app. When you play a game using remote playback, video and audio from your computer are sent to another device. Remote input and multiplayer audio are sent back to the gaming computer, all within milliseconds. You can adjust the broadcast resolution and bit rate for the best setup experience using advanced
settings. On the 5GHz network, our goal is to decide 1080p at 60 frames per second, with good quality for most scenes. If you have a powerful gaming rig, a wired network, and a capable client device, it's To measure 4K in 60 FPS. For more information about steam play remotely, visit Steam Support. Page 2 Magical
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computer doesn't meet hardware requirements; It hurts. Valve, upon request via help.steampowered.com, will issue a refund for any reason, if the request is made during the required return period, and in the case of matches, if the title has been played for less than two hours. There are more details below, but even if
you fall outside the refund rules that we have described, you can request a refund anyway and we will take a look. The full amount of the purchase will be issued within a week of approval. You will receive the refund in Steam Wallet boxes or through the same payment method you used to make your purchase. If Steam
cannot issue a refund for any reason through your initial payment method, your steam wallet will be added to the full amount. (Some of the payment methods available through Steam in your country may not support the purchase's refund back to the original payment method.) Click here for a full list.) Steam recovery
offer, Two weeks of purchase and with less than two hours of play, it applies to games and software applications on the steam store. Here's an overview of how moneybackworks work with other types of purchases. Recovery on downloadable content (steam store content usable in another game or software application,
DLC) DLC purchased from the Steam store is refundable within fourteen days of purchase, and if the underlying address has been played for less than two hours since the purchase of DLC, as long as DLC is not consumed, modified or moved. Please note that in some cases, Steam will not be able to give refunds to
some third party DLC (for example, if DLC levels are even irreversible game character). These exceptions will be clearly marked as non-refundable on the Store page before purchase. In-game recovery will provide a refund for in-game purchases within any advanced valve games within forty-eight hours of purchase, as
long as the item in the game is not consumed, modified or transferred. Third-party developers will have the option to enable in-game recovery on these terms. Steam will tell you at the time of purchase if the game developer chooses to make refunds on the item in the game you are buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases
in non-valve games are non-refundable through steam. Refunds on pre-purchased addresses when you purchase a pre-address on Steam (and paid for the address in advance), you can request a refund at any time before issuing this title. The standard refund period applies for 14 days per hour, starting from the date of
the game's release. Steam Wallet Recovery may require a refund of steam wallet funds within fourteen days of purchase if purchased on steam and if you have not used any of that money. Renewable subscriptions for certain content and services, Steam offers periodic access (e.g. monthly and annual lycife) paid on a
recurring basis. If a renewable subscription is not used during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund within 48 hours of the initial purchase or within 48 hours of any automatic renewal. The content is considered to be used if any games are played within the subscription during the current billing cycle or if any
benefits or discounts included in the subscription are used, consumed, modified or converted. Please note that you can cancel an active subscription at any time by going to your account details. Once cancelled, your subscription will not be automatically renewed, but you will retain access to subscription content and
benefits until the end of the current billing cycle. Steam devices within the applicable time frame specified in the device recovery policy, you can request a refund for steam devices and accessories purchased via Steam for any reason. You must ship the devices to us within fourteen (14) days after requesting a refund,
following the instructions we provide to you. Please check the devices Policy for detailed guidelines on the return and cancellation process for steam devices and accessories. Refunds on packages you can get a full refund for any package purchased on the Steam Store, as long as none of the items in the package are
moved, and if the combined use time of all items in the package is less than two hours. If the package contains a game item or dlc that is non-refundable, Steam will tell you if the entire package is refundable during check-out. Purchases made outside the steam valve cannot provide refunds for purchases made outside
Of Steam (for example, Cd keys or Steam wallet cards purchased from third parties). Block VAC if you have been banned by VAC (valve anti-cheat system) on the game, lose the right refund of that game. Video content we can not provide a refund for video content on Steam (such as movies, shorts, serials, episodes
and tutorials), unless the video is in a package with other (non-video) recoverable content. Refunds for unredeemed gifts can be recovered within a 14-day/2-hour refund period. Gifts recovered can be refunded under the same terms if the recipient of the gift starts to recover them. The money used to purchase the gift
will be returned to the original buyer. The EU has the right to withdraw to get an explanation of how the EU's right to withdraw works for steam customers, click here. Refunds Abuse is designed to remove the risks of buying steamed titles - not as a way to get free games. If we find that you are abusing refunds, we may
stop providing them to you. We do not consider it misused to request a refund on the address purchased just before the sale and then immediately repurchase this address for the sale price. You can request a refund or get other help with your Steam purchases in help.steampowered.com. Last updated November 10,
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D.E.E.P.: Battle of The Flight, Space, Adventure, Monster Indie Safari Shooter, Casual, Border Simulator 边境 Action, FPS, Class, Indie, Logic, Sand airport for foreigners currently run by dog dogs, first person, funny, Adventure Legend Heroes: Tracks of Cold Steel RPG, anime, turn-based, JRPG King Bounty II
Strategy, Turn-based strategy, fantasy action choir, indie adventure, sci-fi revenge, RPG, indie, hack and iron-cut early access conflict, multiplayer, MOBA, early death war, after apocalyptic, Cyberbank Zorya: Era of Smashing CRPG, Tactical RPG, ZwaDungeon, Wigmund, Open World. Return of Hidden Knights
Adventure, RPG, Action, Early Access Yaga RPG, Action, Hack and Clip, Funny Bloom: Memories of JRPG, RPG, Rich Story, Hack and Clip Heroes Three Kingdoms Strategy, RPG, Simulator, Action See more: Upcoming versions of Death Stranding Walking Simulator, Open World, Rich Story, Great Oxygen
Soundtrack Synography Does Not Include Sim Colony, Base Building, Survival, Border Resource Management 3 RPG, Action, Shooter to Breach, Online Co-operative Resident Evil 3 Action, Zombies, Horror, Multi-Lords of The Fallen Game of the Year Action Edition, RPG, Souls Like, Dark Fantasy Mountain &amp;
Blade II: Medieval Bannerlord, Strategy, Open World, RPG Frontier3: Super Deluxe Edition RPG, Action, Shooter, Gore Gears 5 Action, Adventure, Multiplayer, Third Person ASTRONEER Shooter, Open World, Survival, Co-op Don't Star together Survive, Unlock World Survival, Multiple Star, Ghostrunner Action,
Cyberpunk, First Person, Fast-Paced Dragon Creed: Dark Rpg Originated, Open World, Character Customization, Action Goes Away Early Access, Horror, Online Co-op, Dragon Age Action™ Rpg Inquisition, Open World, Fantasy, Singleplayer Euro Truck Simulator 2 Simulator, Driving, Car Sim, Open Jurassic World
Building Evolution, Dinosaurs, Simulation, Block Effect Management™: Andromeda Deluxe Character Edition , Action, third-person shooter, action RPG Gears strategy tactics, turn-based tactics, gore, turn-based extinction II™ Dinosaurs, FPS, CO-OP MONOPOLY® MULTIPLAYER PLUS, CASUAL, GAME BOARD,
EURO TABLE TRUCK SIMULATOR 2 - ROAD TO BLACK SEA AUTO SIM, SIMULATOR, INDIE, OPEN WORLD IRON HARVEST STRATEGY, RTS, BASE BUILDING, MECHS AMONG STARS RPG, ACTION, SIMULATOR, Indie UNO Card Game, Table, Multiplayer, Marvel Avengers Action Game Board, Adventure,
RPG, Superhero Spore™ God's game, cute, casual, explore iron harvest strategy harvest, RTS, base building, Sharp Mechs™ Sports, Open World, Multiplayer Action Kill The Word 2 Zombies, Co-op, Gore, FPS Disgaea 4 Complete + RPG, Strategy, RPG Strategy, JRPG Jurassic World Evolution: Return to Jurassic
Park Strategy, Simulator, Dinosaurs, Build An American Truck Simulator Car Sim, Simulator, Driving, Open World Mountain &amp; Blade: Medieval War, RPG, Open World, Monster Battle Card Strategy, Turn-Based Tactics, Rogue, Season Passing Action RPG, Gore, Violent Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Behind Baltic Sea
Auto Sim, Simulator, Driving, Open World ELEX RPG, Open World, Singleplayer, Post-Apocalyptic Necromunda: Business Wars Underhive, Strategy, Warhammer 40K, Turn-Based Sniper Ghost Warrior Strategy 3 Season Pass Action, Violent, Sniper, Multi-Page 7 Valve Respects Its Online Visitors and Customers of Its
Products and Services and Complies with Applicable Laws to Protect Your Privacy, Including, To name a Few (California Consumer Privacy Act) CCPA), EU Public Data Protection Systems (GDPR), swiss and EU privacy shield frameworks. 1. Definitions wherever we talk about personal data below, we mean any
information that may identify you as an individual (personally identifiable information) or that can be linked to you indirectly by linking it to personally identifiable information. Valve also processes anonymous, aggregated or unaggregated data, to analyze and produce statistics on habits, usage patterns, and demographics
of customers as a group or as individuals. This anonymous data does not allow for the identification of the clients involved. The valve may share anonymous data, collected or not, with third parties. Other capitalized terms in this privacy policy must have the meanings specified in the SsA. 2. Why Valve collects and
processes the data valve collects and processes personal data for the following reasons: a) it is necessary to perform our agreement with you to provide full-featured gaming service and provide content and associated services; b) where it is necessary to comply with the legal obligations to which we are subject (such as
our obligations to maintain certain information under tax laws); c) when necessary for the legitimate and legal interests of the Valve or third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), unless these interests have exceeded them. Your money is dominant. Interests and rights; These reasons for collecting and
processing personal data determine and limit the personal data we collect and how we use it (section 3 below), how long we store it (section 4 below), who has access to it (section 5 below) and what other rights and control mechanisms are available to you as a user (Section 6 below). 3. The types and data sources we
collect 3.1 basic account data when creating an account, Valve will collect your email address and country of residence. You must also choose a username and password. Providing this information is necessary to register a steam user account. While you set up your account, an account number is automatically assigned
(steam ID) that is later used to return to your user account without directly disclosing your personally personally identifiable information. We do not ask you to submit or use your real name to set up a steam user account. 3.2 Transaction and payment data for a transaction on Steam (for example, to purchase subscriptions
for content and services or to finance your steam portfolio), you may need to provide payment data to Valve to enable the transaction. If you pay by credit card, you need to provide typical credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date and security code) to Valve, which will valve process and
transfer it to your payment service provider to enable the transaction and conduct anti-fraud checks. Similarly, Valve will receive data from your payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other data you expressly provide, we will collect and process personal data whenever you explicitly submit it to us or send it
to us as part of communication with others on Steam, for example in Steam community forums, chats, or when you provide feedback or other content created by the user. This data includes: information you post, comment on or track in any of the content and services; information sent through the chat; information you
provide when requesting information, support ing us or purchasing content and services from us, including information needed to process your orders with the relevant payment dealer or, in the case of physical goods, shipping service providers; information you provide us when participating in contests, contests,
tournaments or responding to surveys, for example, your contact details. 3.4 Your use of steam web client and our websites we collect a variety of information through your general interaction with the sites, content and services provided by Steam. The personal data we collect may include, but are not limited to, browser
and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions and application usage data. Similarly, we will track your process across our sites and apps to verify that you are not a bot and to improve our services. 3.5 Your use of games and other subscriptions in order to provide you We need to
collect, store and use various information about your content and services activity. Content information includes your steam ID, as well as what is commonly referred to as game statistics. Game stats mean information about your game preferences, game progress, play time, as well as information about the device you're
using, including the operating system you're using, device settings, unique hardware IDs, and crash data. 3.6 Tracking data and cookies we use cookies, text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (such as web beacons, pixels, ad tags, and device IDs) to help us analyze how users use our services, as
well as to improve our services, to improve marketing, analytics or website functionality. The use of cookies is the standard on the internet. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision to accept or not to accept them is yours. You can adjust your browser settings to prevent cookie reception, or
to give notice whenever a cookie is sent to you. You can refuse to use cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. Managing the use of cookies for each browser is detailed on the following help page: . However, please note that if you do, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our
websites. When you visit any of our services, our servers register your IP address, a number that is automatically assigned to the network of which your computer is a part. 3.7 Content recommendations we may process the information collected under this section 3 so that the content, products and services displayed on
the Steam Store pages and in the update messages displayed when Steam Client is launched can be designed to meet your needs and fill out relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to improve the customer experience. You can block data processing this way by turning off the automatic loading of the Steam
Store page and Steam notifications in the interface section of the Steam client settings. Subject to your separate consent or in places expressly permitted under applicable e-mail marketing laws, Valve may send you marketing messages about valve products and services to your email address. In such a case, we may
also use your collected information to personalize these marketing messages as well as gather information about whether you have opened these messages and what links are in the text you have followed. You may unaccept or withdraw your consent to receive marketing emails at any time either by withdrawing consent
on the same page you have already submitted or by clicking on the unsubscribe link provided in each marketing email. 3.8 The information required to detect violations we collect some of the data required to detect, investigate and prevent these violations. Fraud and other violations of SSA and applicable laws
(violations). Such data are used only for the purposes of detecting, investigating and preventing such violations and, where appropriate, to act on them, and is stored only for the minimum time required for this purpose. If the data indicates a violation, we will also store data on the creation, practice, or defense of legal
claims during the applicable statute of limitations or until a legal case is resolved. Please note that specific data stored for this purpose may not be disclosed to you if the disclosure will harm the mechanism by which we detect, investigate and prevent such violations. 4. How long do we store data we will only store your
information as long as it is necessary to achieve the purposes for which the information is collected and processed or - where applicable law provides for a longer storage and retention period - for the storage and retention period required by law. Your personal data will then be deleted, blocked or anonymised, as required
by applicable law. In particular: If you terminate your steam user account, your personal data will be marked for deletion only to the legal degree or other legitimate prevailing purposes that dictate storage for a longer period. In some cases, personal data cannot be deleted entirely in order to ensure consistency of the play
experience or the steam community market. For example, your matches will not be deleted and affect matching data for other players, and points will not be deleted; Please note that Valve is required to keep certain transaction data under commercial and legal law for up to 10 years. If you withdraw your consent to the
processing of your child's personal or personal data, we will delete your child's personal or personal data without undue delay to the extent that the collection and processing of personal data is based on withdrawn consent. If you exercise the right to object to the processing of your personal data, we will review your
objection and delete your personal data that we have processed for the purpose to which you objected without undue delay, unless there is another legal basis for processing and retaining such data or unless the law requires us to retain such data. 5. Whoever has access to the data valve does not sell personal data.
However, we may share or provide access to each category of personal data that we collect as necessary for the following business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its affiliates may share your personal data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes mentioned in Section 2 above. In the event of
reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer personal data to the relevant third party, subject to applicable laws. 5.2 We Share your personal data with third-party service providers who provide customer support services for goods, content and services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be used in
accordance with this privacy policy, and only as much as necessary to perform customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with Internet standards, we may also share some information (including your IP address and the identification of the steam content you wish to access) with third-party network providers that
provide content delivery network and gaming server services in relation to Steam. Our content delivery network providers allow you to deliver the digital content you request, for example when using Steam, using a system of distributed servers that deliver content to you, based on your location. 5.4 Google Analytics our
website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service offered by Google Inc. (Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help website operators analyze how visitors use the site. Information generated by a cookie about visitors' use of the site will generally be sent to Google and stored on servers in the United States.
On this site, IP anonymity has been activated. IP addresses will be shortened to users who visit Steam. Only in exceptional cases will the full IP address be transferred to the Google server in the United States and shortened there. On behalf of the site operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of
evaluating the site for its users, in order to compile reports on site activity, and to provide other services related to site activity and Internet use to site operators. Google will not link the IP address transmitted in the Google Analytics context to any other data that Google holds. You can refuse to use cookies by choosing
the appropriate settings on your browser. However, please note that in this case you may not be able to use the full functionality of this site. You can learn more about how Google Analytics collects and uses data in www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent google from collecting and
processing data about your use of the site, by downloading and installing the browser plug-in through the following link: . 5.5 We make some data related to your steam user account available to other players and our partners through the Steamworks API. Anyone can access this information by querying your Steam ID. At
a minimum, the name of the public person you have chosen to represent you on the Steam and your Avatar image can be accessed in this way, as well as whether you have received a ban for cheating in a multiplayer game. Access to any additional information about you that can be controlled through your User Profile
page in Steam Community; Automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to publicly available information, game developers and publishers can access certain information from the Steamworks API directly related to the users of the games they work for. This information includes a minimum of your ownership of
the game in question. Depending on the services that Steamworks is performed in the game may also include leaderboard information, progress in the game, achievements completed, multiplayer game matching information, in-game items and other information needed to run the game and support it. For more
information about Steamworks services implemented by a particular game, please check its store page. While we do not knowingly share personally identifiable information about you through the Steamworks API such as your real name or email address, any information you share about yourself on your Steam Profile
public profile can be accessed through the Steamworks API, including information that may make you identifiable. 5.6 The Steam community includes message boards, forums and/or chat areas, where users can share ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message on a panel, forum or chat area,
please be aware that information is provided to the public online. So, you do it at your own risk. If your personal data is posted on one of our community forums against you, please use the reporting function and steam help site to request its removal. 5.7 Valve may allow you to link your steam user account to an account
offered by a third party. If you agree to link accounts, Valve may collect and combine information that valve has been allowed to receive from a third party with your user account information to the extent permitted by your consent at that time. If linking accounts requires the transfer of information about your person from
valve to third party, you will be notified before the link is made and you will be given the opportunity to agree to link and transfer your information. Third-party use of your information is subject to the third party privacy policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may issue personal data to comply with court orders
or laws and regulations requiring us to disclose this information. 6. Your rights and control mechanisms give data protection laws in the European Economic Area, California and other territories to their inhabitants certain rights with respect to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may provide fewer legal rights, we
make tools designed to exercise these rights available to our clients worldwide. To allow you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way, we offer a dedicated section on the Steam support page. This gives you access to your personal data, and allows you to correct and delete Where necessary and object to
its use where you feel it is necessary. To access it, sign in to the Steam support page in and select the menu items in my account - &gt; data related to your steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage or delete personal data in the Privacy Dashboard, but you can also contact Valve with questions or
requests via the contacts described in sections 8 and 10 below. As an EEA resident, you have the following rights with respect to your personal data: 6.1 access. You have access to your personal data we hold about you, i.e. the right to request (1) free information whether your personal data is retained, and (2) access to
and/or (3) duplicates of personal data held. You can use the right to access your personal data through the Privacy Dashboard. If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or is clearly unfounded or excessive, we reserve the right to charge reasonable fees (taking into account the administrative costs of
providing information, communications or taking the required action) or refusing to take action on the request. 6.2 The right to correction. If we process your personal data, we will endeavour to ensure that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it was collected by implementing
appropriate measures. If your personal data is inaccurate or incomplete, you can change the information you have provided via the Privacy Dashboard. 6.3. Right to erase. You are entitled to delete your personal data if the reason we collected it (see section 2. above) does not exist anymore or if there is another legal
reason to delete it. For individual items of personal data, please edit them through the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion through the Steam support page. You can also request to delete your steam user account via the Steam Support page. As a result of deleting your steam user account, you will lose access to
steam user services, including steam user account, subscriptions and game-related information associated with steam user account and access to other services that use steam user account. We allow you to restore your user account within a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the moment you request the deletion of
your steam user account. This function allows you not to accidentally lose your account, due to loss of your account credentials or piracy. During the comment period, we will be able to terminate financial and other activities that you may have initiated before submitting a request to delete the user account from Steam.
After the grace period, the personal data associated with your account with Section 4 will be deleted. Above. In some cases, deleting your user account, and thus deleting personal data, is complicated. That is, if your account has a business With Valve, like because of your work for a game developer, you will be able to
delete your steam user account only after you have converted this role to another user or resolve the business relationship. In some cases, given the complexity and number of requests, the period of scanning personal data may be extended, but for no more than two months. 6.4 The right to object. When the processing
of your personal data is based on legitimate interests in accordance with Section 6 (1) (and) of the Public Data Protection Act / Section 2.c) of this Privacy Policy, you have the right to object to such processing. If you object, we will not process your personal data unless there are compelling and legitimate grounds for
processing as described in Section 21 of the Public Data Protection Act. In particular if the data is necessary to create, practice or defend legal claims. You are also entitled to file a complaint with a supervisory authority. 6.5 The right to restrict the processing of your personal data you have the right to obtain restrictions
on the processing of your personal data in accordance with the conditions of Section 18 of the Public Data Protection Act. 6.6 The right to transfer personal data you have the right to receive your personal data in an orderly, widely used and automated form, and has the right to transfer that data to another controller under
the terms of section 20 of the Public Data Protection Act. Valve makes your personal data available in HTML format organized through the Privacy Dashboard as described above. 6.7 The right to post-mortem control of your personal data if French data protection legislation applies to you, you have the right to establish
guidelines for the preservation, deletion and transfer of personal data after your death in accordance with Article 40.1 of Law No. 78-17 of 6 January 1978 on information, technology, data files and civil liberties. 7. Children at the minimum age of creating a steam user account is 13. Valve will not knowingly collect
personal data from children under this age. If some countries apply for higher ages to agree to collect personal data, Valve requires parental consent before creating a steam user account and collecting associated personal data. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children not to give personal information when
they are online. 8. Contact information you can contact valve's data protection officer at the address below. While we review any request sent by mail, please note that to combat fraud, harassment and identity theft, the only way to access, correct or delete your data is by logging in with your Steam user account in and
selecting menu items - &gt; My Account - &gt; account data. The government's policy of protecting the interests of the people of The O'Hare is a key priority for the Government. Additional information for From the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom, Switzerland Valve and TR Technical Services, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the United States (Combined Valve) comply with the Privacy Shield Framework between the EUROPEAN Union, the United States, Switzerland and the United States. The Privacy Shield framework as provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce regarding the collection, use and retention of
personal information transferred from the European Union and Switzerland to the United States. Valve has been certified by the Department of Commerce as adhering to the principles of privacy shield. If there is any conflict between the terms of this Privacy Policy and the Privacy Shield principles, the Privacy Shield
principles govern. To learn more about Privacy Shield, and to see the certificate, please visit . In compliance with the Privacy Shield principles, Valve is committed to resolving complaints about our collection or use of your personal information. European and Swiss individuals with questions or complaints about the
Privacy Shield policy should first contact Valve here. If you have a privacy or data usage issue that has not been resolved and have not been satisfactorily addressed, please contact your Us-based third-party dispute resolution provider (free of charge) on . As described in the Privacy Shield ( some remaining claims that
have not been resolved by other means may be subject to binding arbitration. In such a case, you will be provided with the arbitration option. The Privacy Shield Principles describe Valve's liability for personal data that you subsequently transfer to a third-party agent. Under these principles, Valve remains liable if thirdparty agents process personal information in a manner inconsistent with principles, unless Valve proves that it is not responsible for the event that caused the damage. The FTC has jurisdiction to comply with the valve with the privacy shield. 10. Additional information for Users from California gives CCPA Californians
certain privacy rights in relation to the personal data we collect. We are committed to respecting these rights and complying with the Convention against Desertification. The following is an explanation of these rights and valve practices in relation to them. The right to know. Under the Desertification Control Act, you have
the right to ask us to disclose, disclose and sell personal data that we collect, use, disclose and sell. The right to request deletion. You are also entitled to request the deletion of personal data in our possession, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete the data may affect your use of the Steam
service in some cases, and we may refuse to delete the information for specific reasons in this privacy policy or as permitted by the Customer Protection Authority. Other rights. CCPA also grants Californians the right to withdraw from the sale of their personal data. As shown in Section 5, no Personal data has not done
so in the last 12 months. You also have the right to receive notice of our practices in or before collecting your personal data. Finally, you are entitled not to discriminate against you for exercising your rights under the Human Rights Protection Act. Exercise your rights. The primary means of accessing, managing or
deleting your personal data is through the Privacy Dashboard, as described in Section 6 of this Policy. Customers may also delete their Steam account and associated personal data as described in Section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you are unable to access or delete data through the Privacy Dashboard, you can also
contact us to request that these rights be exercised using the form in the . To verify your identity, you will need to log in using your steam user account to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request in questions@valvesoftware.com, however, before providing access to, or deleting any, personal data, based
on a request received via email, we will need to verify your identity using the proof of ownership process described in the . You may appoint, in writing or through a power of attorney, an authorized agent to apply on your behalf to exercise your rights under the Desertification Control Act. Before accepting such an
application from an agent, we will ask the agent to provide proof that you have authorized him to act on your behalf, and we may need you to verify your identity directly with us. Categories, sources, purposes and recipients of the data we collect. Over the past 12 months, we have collected the categories of personal data
described in Section 3 of this Privacy Policy. The sources from which we collect personal data, and the purposes we collect and process, are described in Sections 2 and 3. Over the previous 12 months, we have disclosed each category of personal data with third-party categories for commercial purposes as outlined in
Section 5. Audit Date: July 28, 2020 Page 8 Valve respects the privacy of its online visitors and customers for its products and services and complies with applicable laws to protect your privacy, including, but not limited to, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), the European Union Public Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR), and the Swiss Privacy Shield frameworks and the European Union. 1. Definitions wherever we talk about personal data below, we mean any information that may identify you as an individual (personally identifiable information) or that can be linked to you indirectly by linking it to personally
identifiable information. Valve also processes anonymous, aggregated or unaggregated data, to analyze and produce statistics on habits, usage patterns, and demographics of customers as a group or as individuals. This anonymous data does not allow you to select customers that relate to them. The valve may share
anonymous data, collected or not, with third parties. Other capitalized terms in this privacy policy must have the meanings specified in the SsA. 2. Why Valve collects and processes the data valve collects and processes personal data for the following reasons: a) it is necessary to perform our agreement with you to
provide full-featured gaming service and provide content and associated services; b) where it is necessary to comply with the legal obligations to which we are subject (such as our obligations to maintain certain information under tax laws); c) when necessary for the legitimate and legal interests of Valve or a third party
(such as those of our other customers), unless these interests have been exceeded by your interests The prevailing legitimacy and your rights; These reasons for collecting and processing personal data determine and limit the personal data we collect and how we use it (section 3 below), how long we store it (section 4
below), who has access to it (section 5 below) and what other rights and control mechanisms are available to you as a user (Section 6 below). 3. The types and data sources we collect 3.1 basic account data when creating an account, Valve will collect your email address and country of residence. You must also choose
a username and password. Providing this information is necessary to register a steam user account. While you set up your account, an account number is automatically assigned (steam ID) that is later used to return to your user account without directly disclosing your personally personally identifiable information. We do
not ask you to submit or use your real name to set up a steam user account. 3.2 Transaction and payment data for a transaction on Steam (for example, to purchase subscriptions for content and services or to finance your steam portfolio), you may need to provide payment data to Valve to enable the transaction. If you
pay by credit card, you need to provide typical credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date and security code) to Valve, which will valve process and transfer it to your payment service provider to enable the transaction and conduct anti-fraud checks. Similarly, Valve will receive data from
your payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other data you expressly provide, we will collect and process personal data whenever you explicitly submit it to us or send it to us as part of communication with others on Steam, for example in Steam community forums, chats, or when you provide feedback or
other content created by the user. This data includes: information you post, comment on or track in any of the content and services; Our services, including information needed to process your orders with the relevant payment dealer or, in the case of physical goods, shipping service providers; 3.4 Your use of steam web
client and our websites we collect a variety of information through your general interaction with the sites, content and services provided by Steam. The personal data we collect may include, but are not limited to, browser and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions and application

usage data. Similarly, we will track your process across our sites and apps to verify that you are not a bot and to improve our services. 3.5 Using games and other subscriptions to provide you with services, we need to collect, store and use different information about your content and service activity. Content information
includes your steam ID, as well as what is commonly referred to as game statistics. Game stats mean information about your game preferences, game progress, play time, as well as information about the device you're using, including the operating system you're using, device settings, unique hardware IDs, and crash
data. 3.6 Tracking data and cookies we use cookies, text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (such as web beacons, pixels, ad tags, and device IDs) to help us analyze how users use our services, as well as to improve our services, to improve marketing, analytics or website functionality. The use of
cookies is the standard on the internet. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision to accept or not to accept them is yours. You can adjust your browser settings to prevent cookie reception, or to give notice whenever a cookie is sent to you. You can refuse to use cookies by choosing the
appropriate settings on your browser. Managing the use of cookies for each browser is detailed on the following help page: . However, please note that if you do, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our websites. When you visit any of our services, our servers register your IP address, a number that is
automatically assigned to the network of which your computer is a part. 3.7 Content recommendations we may process the information collected under this section 3 so that the content, products and services displayed on the Steam Store pages and in the update messages displayed when Steam Client is launched can
be designed to meet your needs and fill out relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to improve the customer experience. You can prevent your data from being processed in this way by stopping the automatic loading of the Steam Store It is steam notifications in the interface section of steam client settings.
Subject to your separate consent or in places expressly permitted under applicable e-mail marketing laws, Valve may send you marketing messages about valve products and services to your email address. In such a case, we may also use your collected information to personalize these marketing messages as well as
gather information about whether you have opened these messages and what links are in the text you have followed. You may unaccept or withdraw your consent to receive marketing emails at any time either by withdrawing consent on the same page you have already submitted or by clicking on the unsubscribe link
provided in each marketing email. 3.8 The information required to detect violations we collect some of the data required to detect fraud, fraud and other violations of SSA laws and applicable laws (violations, investigation and prevention). Such data are used only for the purposes of detecting, investigating and preventing
such violations and, where appropriate, to act on them, and is stored only for the minimum time required for this purpose. If the data indicates a violation, we will also store data on the creation, practice, or defense of legal claims during the applicable statute of limitations or until a legal case is resolved. Please note that
specific data stored for this purpose may not be disclosed to you if the disclosure will harm the mechanism by which we detect, investigate and prevent such violations. 4. How long do we store data we will only store your information as long as it is necessary to achieve the purposes for which the information is collected
and processed or - where applicable law provides for a longer storage and retention period - for the storage and retention period required by law. Your personal data will then be deleted, blocked or anonymised, as required by applicable law. In particular: If you terminate your steam user account, your personal data will
be marked for deletion only to the legal degree or other legitimate prevailing purposes that dictate storage for a longer period. In some cases, personal data cannot be deleted entirely in order to ensure consistency of the play experience or the steam community market. For example, your matches will not be deleted and
affect matching data for other players, and points will not be deleted; Please note that Valve is required to keep certain transaction data under commercial and legal law for up to 10 years. If you withdraw your consent to the processing of your child's personal data or personal data, we will delete your child's personal or
personal data without undue delay to the extent that personal data is collected and processed. On the withdrawn approval. If you exercise the right to object to the processing of your personal data, we will review your objection and delete your personal data that we have processed for the purpose to which you objected
without undue delay, unless there is another legal basis for processing and retaining such data or unless the law requires us to retain such data. 5. Whoever has access to the data valve does not sell personal data. However, we may share or provide access to each category of personal data that we collect as necessary
for the following business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its affiliates may share your personal data with each other and use it to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes mentioned in Section 2 above. In the event of reorganization, sale or merger, we may transfer personal data to the relevant third party, subject to
applicable laws. 5.2 We may share your personal data with our third-party service providers who provide customer support services for goods, content and services distributed through Steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this privacy policy, and only as much as necessary to perform customer
support services. 5.3 In accordance with Internet standards, we may also share some information (including your IP address and the identification of the steam content you wish to access) with third-party network providers that provide content delivery network and gaming server services in relation to Steam. Our content
delivery network providers allow you to deliver the digital content you request, for example when using Steam, using a system of distributed servers that deliver content to you, based on your location. 5.4 Google Analytics our website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service offered by Google Inc. (Google). Google
Analytics uses cookies to help website operators analyze how visitors use the site. Information generated by a cookie about visitors' use of the site will generally be sent to Google and stored on servers in the United States. On this site, IP anonymity has been activated. IP addresses will be shortened to users who visit
Steam. Only in exceptional cases will the full IP address be transferred to the Google server in the United States and shortened there. On behalf of the site operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the site for its users, in order to compile reports on site activity, and to provide other services
related to site activity and Internet use to site operators. Google will not link the IP address transmitted in the Google Analytics context to any other data that Google holds. You can refuse to use cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. However, please note that in this case you may not be able to
use the full functionality of this site. You can learn more about how Google Collects data and uses it www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent google from collecting and processing data about your use of the site, by downloading and installing the browser plug-in through the following link: .
5.5 We make some data related to your steam user account available to other players and our partners through the Steamworks API. Anyone can access this information by querying your Steam ID. At a minimum, the name of the public person you have chosen to represent you on the Steam and your Avatar image can
be accessed in this way, as well as whether you have received a ban for cheating in a multiplayer game. Access to any additional information about you that can be controlled through your User Profile page at Steam Community; In addition to publicly available information, game developers and publishers can access
certain information from the Steamworks API directly related to the users of the games they work for. This information includes a minimum of your ownership of the game in question. Depending on the services that Steamworks is performed in the game may also include leaderboard information, progress in the game,
achievements completed, multiplayer game matching information, in-game items and other information needed to run the game and support it. For more information about Steamworks services implemented by a particular game, please check its store page. While we do not knowingly share personally identifiable
information about you through the Steamworks API such as your real name or email address, any information you share about yourself on your Steam Profile public profile can be accessed through the Steamworks API, including information that may make you identifiable. 5.6 The Steam community includes message
boards, forums and/or chat areas, where users can share ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message on a panel, forum or chat area, please be aware that information is provided to the public online. So, you do it at your own risk. If your personal data is posted on one of our community forums
against you, please use the reporting function and steam help site to request its removal. 5.7 Valve may allow you to link your steam user account to an account offered by a third party. If you agree to link accounts, Valve may collect and combine information that valve has been allowed to receive from a third party with
your user account information to the extent permitted by your consent at that time. If linking accounts requires the transfer of information about your person from valve to third party, you will be notified before the link is made and you will be given the opportunity to approve the link and of your information. Third-party use
of your information is subject to the third party privacy policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may issue personal data to comply with court orders or laws and regulations requiring us to disclose this information. 6. Your rights and control mechanisms give data protection laws in the European Economic
Area, California and other territories to their inhabitants certain rights with respect to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may provide fewer legal rights, we make tools designed to exercise these rights available to our clients worldwide. To allow you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way, we offer
a dedicated section on the Steam support page. This gives you access to your personal data, allows you to correct and delete it when necessary, and object to its use wherever you feel it is necessary. To access it, sign in to the Steam support page in and select the menu items in my account - &gt; data related to your
steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage or delete personal data in the Privacy Dashboard, but you can also contact Valve with questions or requests via the contacts described in sections 8 and 10 below. As an EEA resident, you have the following rights with respect to your personal data: 6.1 access.
You have access to your personal data we hold about you, i.e. the right to request (1) free information whether your personal data is retained, and (2) access to and/or (3) duplicates of personal data held. You can use the right to access your personal data through the Privacy Dashboard. If the request affects the rights
and freedoms of others or is clearly unfounded or excessive, we reserve the right to charge reasonable fees (taking into account the administrative costs of providing information, communications or taking the required action) or refusing to take action on the request. 6.2 The right to correction. If we process your personal
data, we will endeavour to ensure that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it was collected by implementing appropriate measures. If your personal data is inaccurate or incomplete, you can change the information you have provided via the Privacy Dashboard. 6.3. Right to erase. You
are entitled to delete your personal data if the reason we collected it (see section 2. above) does not exist anymore or if there is another legal reason to delete it. For individual items of personal data, please edit them through the Privacy Dashboard or request deletion through the Steam support page. You can also
request to delete your steam user account via the Steam Support page. As a result of deleting your steam user account, you will lose access to steam services, including the steam user account, Game information related to the steam user account and access to other services that use its user account. We allow you to
restore your user account within a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the moment you request that your user account be deleted steam. This function allows you not to accidentally lose your account, due to loss of your account credentials or piracy. During the comment period, we will be able to terminate financial and
other activities that you may have initiated before submitting a request to delete the user account from Steam. After the grace period, the personal data associated with your account with Section 4 will be deleted. Above. In some cases, deleting your user account, and thus deleting personal data, is complicated. That is, if
your account has a business relationship with Valve, such as because of your work for a game developer, you won't be able to delete your steam user account until you have transferred that role to another user or resolved the business relationship. In some cases, given the complexity and number of requests, the period
of scanning personal data may be extended, but for no more than two months. 6.4 The right to object. When the processing of your personal data is based on legitimate interests in accordance with Section 6 (1) (and) of the Public Data Protection Act / Section 2.c) of this Privacy Policy, you have the right to object to such
processing. If you object, we will not process your personal data unless there are compelling and legitimate grounds for processing as described in Section 21 of the Public Data Protection Act. In particular if the data is necessary to create, practice or defend legal claims. You are also entitled to file a complaint with a
supervisory authority. 6.5 The right to restrict the processing of your personal data you have the right to obtain restrictions on the processing of your personal data in accordance with the conditions of Section 18 of the Public Data Protection Act. 6.6 The right to transfer personal data you have the right to receive your
personal data in an orderly, widely used and automated form, and has the right to transfer that data to another controller under the terms of section 20 of the Public Data Protection Act. Valve makes your personal data available in HTML format organized through the Privacy Dashboard as described above. 6.7 The right
to post-mortem control of your personal data if French data protection legislation applies to you, you have the right to establish guidelines for the preservation, deletion and transfer of personal data after your death in accordance with Article 40.1 of Law No. 78-17 of 6 January 1978 on information, technology, data files
and civil liberties. 7. Children at the minimum age of creating a steam user account is 13. Valve will not knowingly collect personal data from children under this age. where some countries apply a higher age to approve From personal data, Valve requires parental consent before creating a steam user account and
collecting associated personal data. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children not to give personal information when they are online. 8. Contact information you can contact valve's data protection officer at the address below. While we review any request sent by mail, please note that to combat fraud,
harassment and identity theft, the only way to access, correct or delete your data is by logging in with your Steam user account in and selecting menu items - &gt; My Account - &gt; account data. The government's policy of protecting the interests of the people of The O'Hare is a key priority for the Government. Additional
information for users of the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom, Switzerland Valve and TR Technical Services, a wholly owned subsidiary of the United States (Combined Valve) comply with the Privacy Shield Framework between the EU, the United States, Switzerland and the United States. The Privacy
Shield framework as provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce regarding the collection, use and retention of personal information transferred from the European Union and Switzerland to the United States. Valve has been certified by the Department of Commerce as adhering to the principles of privacy shield. If
there is any conflict between the terms of this Privacy Policy and the Privacy Shield principles, the Privacy Shield principles govern. To learn more about Privacy Shield, and to see the certificate, please visit . In compliance with the Privacy Shield principles, Valve is committed to resolving complaints about our collection
or use of your personal information. European and Swiss individuals with questions or complaints about the Privacy Shield policy should first contact Valve here. If you have a privacy or data usage issue that has not been resolved and have not been satisfactorily addressed, please contact your Us-based third-party
dispute resolution provider (free of charge) on . As described in the Privacy Shield ( some remaining claims that have not been resolved by other means may be subject to binding arbitration. In such a case, you will be provided with the arbitration option. The Privacy Shield Principles describe Valve's liability for personal
data that you subsequently transfer to a third-party agent. Under these principles, Valve remains liable if third-party agents process personal information in a manner inconsistent with principles, unless Valve proves that it is not responsible for the event that caused the damage. The FTC has jurisdiction to comply with the
valve with the privacy shield. 10. Additional information for users from California and CCPA grants California Some privacy rights in relation to the personal data we collect. We are committed to respecting these rights and complying with the Convention against Desertification. The following is an explanation of these
rights and valve practices in relation to them. The right to know. Under the Desertification Control Act, you have the right to ask us to disclose, disclose and sell personal data that we collect, use, disclose and sell. The right to request deletion. You are also entitled to request the deletion of personal data in our
possession, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete the data may affect your use of the Steam service in some cases, and we may refuse to delete the information for specific reasons in this privacy policy or as permitted by the Customer Protection Authority. Other rights. CCPA also grants
Californians the right to withdraw from the sale of their personal data. As described in Section 5, we do not sell personal data and have not done so in the past 12 months. You also have the right to receive notice of our practices in or before collecting your personal data. Finally, you are entitled not to discriminate against
you for exercising your rights under the Human Rights Protection Act. Exercise your rights. The primary means of accessing, managing or deleting your personal data is through the Privacy Dashboard, as described in Section 6 of this Policy. Customers may also delete their Steam account and associated personal data
as described in Section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you are unable to access or delete data through the Privacy Dashboard, you can also contact us to request that these rights be exercised using the form in the . To verify your identity, you will need to log in using your steam user account to use the form. Finally, you can
contact us with a request in questions@valvesoftware.com, however, before providing access to, or deleting any, personal data, based on a request received via email, we will need to verify your identity using the proof of ownership process described in the . You may appoint, in writing or through a power of attorney, an
authorized agent to apply on your behalf to exercise your rights under the Desertification Control Act. Before accepting such an application from an agent, we will ask the agent to provide proof that you have authorized him to act on your behalf, and we may need you to verify your identity directly with us. Categories,
sources, purposes and recipients of the data we collect. Over the past 12 months, we have collected the categories of personal data described in Section 3 of this Privacy Policy. The sources from which we collect personal data, and the purposes we collect and process, are described in Sections 2 and 3. Over the
previous 12 months, we have disclosed each category of personal data with third-party categories for commercial purposes as outlined in Section 5. Review Date: July 28, 2020 Page 9 Swordmaiden RPG, Indie, female protagonist, action founders 'Fortune Colony Sim, Strategy, Simulation, Base Building Watam Indie,
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